
Galaxy Buds2 is here, bringing a way for everyone to enjoy epic sound. With audio quality this good, you’ll feel the thump of every bassline and strum of every 
guitar right in your core — it’s like dropping you into your favorite band’s concert. Need to focus? Active Noise Cancellation and Ambient Sound control let you 
hear only what you want to hear. Enjoy some peace and quiet while you work from home or take calls without missing what’s happening around you. Featuring 

Your ears never had it so good.
Take your passion for music to new heights with booming sound that 
makes you feel like you’re on stage with your favorite band.

Tune out noises. Tune in voices. 
Active Noise Cancellation blocks out unwanted sounds, helping you keep 
your focus wherever you are. And low-latency Ambient Sound mode picks 
up the sounds you want to hear and broadcasts them right into your ears, 
so you always have the perfect sound level for every moment.¹

Feeling good while looking good
and lighter than Galaxy Buds+. You may get to the end of your playlist 
before you remember you’re wearing them at all. 

Call quality 
reduction technology ensure voices are transmitted crisply and clearly, 
whether you’re chatting with a friend or leading a high-stakes conference call.

Epic sound for everyone



¹Features including Active Noise Cancellation and Ambient Sound require a Bluetooth connection to a compatible device. Advanced settings such as Ambient Noise Levels available only on Android devices running Android 7.0 or higher and 1.5GB RAM or above. 
Advanced features enabled through the Galaxy Wearable app on Android, available through the Google Play Store.   ²Actual battery life may vary and depend on usage conditions such as function settings, playback file type and Bluetooth signal strength. Play time 
may vary based on settings.   ³Not advised for beach or pool use. Charging case is not water-resistant. If the earbuds are damaged, they are not guaranteed to be water-resistant. If the earbuds or your hands are wet, they must be dried thoroughly prior to handling.

© 2021 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung and Samsung Galaxy Buds2 are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 5G connectivity requires 5G network; see carrier. Use only in accordance with law.

Colors OliveGraphite LavenderWhite

Battery²
Capacity
Buds: 61mAh
Case: 472mAh

Play Time
Buds: 5H / 7.5H (ANC Off)
Total: 20H / 29H (ANC Off)

Talk Time
Buds: 3.5H / 3.5H (ANC Off) 
Total: 13H / 14H (ANC Off)

Ambient Sound
Ambient Sound — up to +9dB
Latency 0.65ms

Call 3 Mic + Voice Pickup Unit

Connectivity BT 5.2

Dimensions
Earbud: 17.0(W) x 20.9(H) x 21.1(D) mm 
Charging Case: 50(W) x 50.2(H) x 27.8(D) mm

Speaker 2 Way Dynamic with Powerful Bass

Microphones 3 M=mic (2 outer + 1 inner) + Voice Pickup Unit

Water Resistance IPX2³

Compatibility
Android: Galaxy Wearable app 
iOS: Bluetooth only
PC (Windows 10): Galaxy Buds app

ANC ANC & Ambient

Voice Wake-Up Seamless AI (Bixby)
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